Some industrial developments and applications of multidimensional techniques.
Industrial analytical chemistry includes the measurement of the elemental composition and structure of molecules; the measurement of the concentration of specific molecules, atoms, and ions in contact with other molecules, atoms, and ions, the measurement of the energy and speed with which these reactions occur; and the separation of molecules, atoms, and ions specifically from other molecules, atoms and ions. It is also the measurement of the physical (interaction) and chemical (reaction) behavior of collections of molecules and how this behavior is controlled by the presence of other molecules and ions. Many excellent devices for separation and measurement have been developed to accomplish these tasks. Each of these attains a level of sensitivity and selectivity beyond which further improvement would be difficult. However, by coupling these techniques in various configurations, improved data can be generated in a short time span. Such techniques are often referred to as hyphenated, tandem, combined, or coupled. A more inclusive term is multidimensional techniques. In this paper, we briefly describe some of the most significant developments our laboratory has made in these and related techniques.